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It’s time to
celebrate
Time: our most precious resource.
We are governed by it, we kill it, save
it, lose it, waste it. We must all work to
manage our time as most of us claim
not to have enough of it!
By planning our time and remaining
focused during the first half of 2022,
we have secured a number of
partnerships where our innovative
technology continues to transform
clients’ businesses, benefitting advisers
and end consumers alike.
We are expanding our footprint, helping
providers to process and manage over
30% of all UK protection business in
partnership with insurers powered by
our SSG Digital Platform. With 6.8 billion
in protection claims paid out in 2021,
that’s an awful lot of lives we’ve helped
to change. I’m proud we are part of the
protection story.
However, like all markets, effective time
management and efficiency are key
metrics in our success. Advisers are
spending 6% more time ensuring they
get the right protection in place for
their clients. That’s a promising figure
but are they using that extra time in the
most effective way? It’s our technology
that helps advisers use extra time
invested to cover more families, not to
cover an extra admin burden.
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By Ian Teague
UK Group Managing
Director, iPipeline

We measure time with achievements
and milestones. One such key event was
the recent Queen’s Platinum Jubilee
– a celebration of 70 years of service.
By comparison, how has technology
changed in this time?
There have been so many innovations
such as the advent of personal
computing, mobile phones and the
internet. It is easy to take for granted the
change and innovation driven by time.
But, time is relative and a year is a long
time in tech. So, we were delighted that
our own Stephanie Hydon won both
‘Women of the Year – Technology’ and
‘Outstanding Contribution to the Industry’
at the recent COVER Women in Protection
& Health Awards. In this edition, Stephanie
shares her thoughts on Women in
Protection and the role of communication
in driving us to further success.
Finally from me, a signpost to a special
feature on financial resilience and the
role technology can play in delivering
high quality, timely engagement by our
new partners at Sherpa.

Anyway, must dash.
Time to move onto my next task….
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By Mike Farrell
Director of Protection
Sales, LV=

The Protection crisis:
Keeping your clients protected
For many households the rising cost of living has
brought significant stress. Our recent Wealth and
Wellbeing research showed that 44% of people have
seen their finances worsen in the past few months.

If budgets flex a little more, then a menu plan can
fully protect your clients against loss of income
if unable to work, being diagnosed with a serious
illness, or death.

With budgets getting tighter, how can you
make sure your clients remain protected?

The LV= Flexible Protection Plan offers a range of
solutions for different budgets to bring the cost
down – including more affordable versions of
our Income Protection and Life and Critical Illness
Cover.

Maintaining relationships and
taking an active role is crucial
Take a leaf from wealth management philosophies and
build in regular protection reviews as part of your advice
process. Conduct a mini fact-find to see if your client’s
needs have changed, and whether their cover is still fit
for purpose.
Remind them of the added support
available beyond the financial
This can help your clients realise the untapped value
of their cover. Did they know they had access to a 24/7
Remote GP service as a policyholder?
These benefits can feel more relevant to everyday life
compared to something they could never imagine
happening to them.
Getting valuable cover in place for your new clients
Do your clients actually
know the cost of protection?
A third of those without protection think it’s too expensive,
according to our Wealth and Wellbeing research. 72% of
these people have never even received a quote. Why not
ask your client if they’ve ever received a quote for cover?
Comparing their premiums to everyday luxuries like
takeaways and cinema trips can show that protection
doesn’t have to be expensive.
If budgets are tight,
what stays and what goes?
We believe that Income Protection is the foundation of
financial resilience, protecting your client’s home, family
and lifestyle. That’s why LV= have a range of income
protection solutions that can be tailored and adapted to
your client’s individual needs.
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Flip the conversation to support services
Ask your clients how much they’d be willing to pay
to have use of unlimited GP appointments for their
family for example?
Compare this amount to the cost of their
protection. They’ll get access to these valuable
services, plus their financial wellbeing is protected
should the worst happen.
Power your conversations
At LV=, we have three great tools to re-enforce
your recommendations:
•

 isk Reality Calculator: Build a personalised
R
risk report for your client on their likelihood of
experiencing a life-changing event.

•

Product Matchmaker: Our simple tool to help
you tailor your protection conversations and
identify how LV= products and features can fit
your client’s needs.

•

I ncome shortfall calculator: Shows how much
income your client will lose if they can’t work.

For financially vulnerable clients, we may be able
to help them keep cover in place through our
payment break facility. Get in touch with your LV=
account manager for more information.

Learn more: Visit LV.com/FPP,
or speak to your LV= account manager.
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Q1 Review 2022
2022-Q1:
An Interesting First Quarter

By Charlie Dellar
Data Scientist,
iPipeline

New Business by Week/Year

Following an encouraging January, Q1 reported
new business tailed off to finish 3.3% down
compared to the same period last year. For the
uninquisitive, this headline rate might trigger
some concern; but delving under the hood
reveals promising changes.

2021: A Year Like no Other
Q1 last year saw unprecedented volumes
largely driven by an abundance of mortgage
approvals being squeezed in before the stamp
duty holiday deadlines. We haven’t got that
this year. Instead, we’ve got a looming cost-ofliving crisis - we’re on the back foot already!

The Value Factor
Whilst new business volumes were down, average premium
amount was up 2.6%* in real terms. This increase in value per
policy has several underlying drivers:

• Average life benefit amount increased by 4.4%*, largely driven
by (but still beating) the increase in house prices of 4%*.

• The percentage of policies having multiple benefits increased
to 34%, up from 30%; now the majority (57%) of benefits sold
are part of a Multi-Benefit policy.

• Product mix shifted towards more expensive product

lines, with Level Life down 11%, Level CI up 0.6% and Income
Protection maintaining its volumes.

• Advisers are recommending higher quality products more

often; the overall average price rank of products applied for
has increased by one third of a rank. Critical Illness cover
- the product type with the biggest range in quality - saw
an increase of one whole rank on average! We know this is
partially driven by the increasing adoption of SolutionBuilder’s
Product Features Report - we’ve found that adopting advisers
have significantly increased the diversity and price rank of
the products they recommend.
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This all leads to an estimated
total new business APE (Annual
Premium Equivalent) in line with the
unprecedented first quarter of 2021.
So, whilst the lead pool has been
limited this first quarter, advisers are
utilising the tools available to them
and putting in more effort to get the
right level and quality of protection
per client, with average number
of days engaged with purchasing
clients increasing by 6%**.

* Percentage changes in real terms; Adjusted
for inflation at 5.5% Consumer Prices Index
including owner occupiers (CPIH) and,
where appropriate, provider rates index at
-1.5% (approximated by comparing cost of
consistent price points over time).
** Through advised channels.
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Financial
Resilience
By Chris Kaye
CEO & Co-Founder,
Sherpa

Tools to
build trust

In the current economic climate, Financial Resilience becomes
a critical challenge. What can the UK protection market learn
from other countries when tackling this crucial topic?
The 2020s are going to fuel a lot of history books. Less than
three years into the decade and we’ve already seen the fastest
recession and recovery in living memory, a huge spike in
geopolitical uncertainty and a pandemic that has not yet fully
relaxed its grip. Uncertainty has again created a conversation
about financial resilience which rages everywhere from
kitchen tables to international summits.
Meanwhile, in the UK, financial service providers are anxiously
awaiting the July arrival of new rules from the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) following their decade-long trend
towards higher levels of Consumer Duty regulations.
The entire British protection industry, right through the supply
chain and even when distributing through third parties, must
demonstrate a duty of care. But after decades of focus from
providers on price competition, they have little meaningful
relationship, understanding or engagement with their end
consumers.
How can we wean ourselves off the numbers game and reset
the client relationship, while unlocking latent demand and
continuing to drive shareholder value? A new tech platform
may hold the answer.
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A crisis of
confidence

While the FCA change may be unique
to the UK, a focus on resilience isn’t.
Leading Brussels think-tank Bruegel
warns that one in three households
between the bloc and the UK lack
the financial resilience “to meet an
unexpected shock during regular times,
never mind a pandemic1”.

Consumers sense they have
vulnerabilities but can’t always
access a source of advice they trust.
A young family without cover tries a
casual bit of independent research
and is immediately spooked by and
suspicious of a digital marketplace
where products are sold at, not to
them. A sense of individual needs is
lost amidst the roar of incessant price
competition, wildly different products
presented almost exclusively in lists
sorted by monthly premium.
Knowing the price of every policy but
the value of none, consumers freeze.
Consumer confidence hits its lowest
ebb since 20082. Financial resilience
takes the hit.

Special Feature • Special Feature • Special Feature • Special Feature
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Government reaction
One solution to decreasing financial resilience is of course for
state-level action. The October 2021 G20/OECD-INFE Report on
Supporting Financial Resilience and Transformation through
Digital Financial Literacy3 highlights a catalogue of financial
education programmes being run worldwide, including:
• S
 ocial media campaigns by India's
National Reserve Bank
• Financial planning apps in Peru and Morocco
• T
 he addition of financial education to the
national curriculum in Portugal
• C
 onsumer resource hubs like Quello che Conta (Italy) and
the Money Advice Service (UK) - although here the paucity
of insurance information is striking.
Laudable endeavours but how effective can generalised
public service guidance be to a consumer who is sceptical
of top-down structures? That “.gov” suffix is a turn off to
many consumers, a headmasterly voice judging without
understanding. To truly change attitudes means getting advice
to customers where they already live digitally, integrated across
the apps and platforms they choose and trust.
Moreover, when the public sector discusses financial wellbeing, focus invariably shifts to the most vulnerable members
of society. Its highest earners will always have access to tailormade economic guidance, but this leaves a huge swathe of
discretionary spenders under-discussed and consequently
less than resilient. Those one in three households are not
all incapable of taking positive action, but they're not being
advised well enough.

A technological solution
Private financial institutions, then, must seize the opportunity
to re-establish themselves as authority figures worthy of
the public trust they once held. And, in the process, prove
themselves against this summer's coming pressure from the
FCA. Wherever your business stands in the financial product
supply chain, it will be under pressure to show how it's helping
the consumer to make the best choices.
But new technology, battle-tested in large Asian markets
and the US, has given those businesses the tools to solve
both issues at once. To grow trust and meet Consumer Duty.
To put, in effect, financial advice in every household, simply,
accessibly – a twenty-first century Man from the Pru, whose
expertise is respected, and products valued. The onus is on
us all not to miss the opportunity to use it.
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The Sherpa Score is a data-driven, minutely
personalised financial engagement and
nudge system. A simple, three-minute
journey leads to prioritised recommendations
across a wide range of protection fields. A
score, from 0-100, is awarded to allow users
to track their financial resilience in real time.
Risk areas are identified and explained with
concision, and cost impacts presented with
transparency.
Integrated into the platforms that consumers
are already using, there's frictionless entry to
Sherpa Score. Once there, it doesn't provide
unattainable goals nor an endless shopping
list. It's completely free. It respects the user's
autonomy – they receive a unique action
plan, but they make the final decisions.
It's extremely trustworthy. How? It proves
it knows you. You recognise the situation,
personality and problems your results screen
describes. And the proposals you receive are
realistic and achievable.
Of course, to maintain the trust, those
proposals need to be first rate - accurate,
and a great fit for the customer. So, on May
4th, Sherpa launched a new collaboration
with iPipeline. With the already formidable
triage and customer activation scope of the
Sherpa Score now turbo-charged by the
market information provided by iPipeline’s
PreQuo engine, helping point customers
towards the solutions that benefit them most
has never been easier.

Special Feature • Special Feature • Special Feature • Special Feature

Case study

The benefits to the business are clear: whitelabelled and invisible within the existing
interface, it results in increased levels of trust
and of engagement. Casual interest becomes
ready-to-purchase as motivated, empowered
customers step forward with confidence.
The Score also creates long-term strategic
advantages, by generating nine times more
data than a traditional purchase journey.

Andrew is 39 years old. He
took life insurance with his
mortgage and is happy with
that choice. While using his
usual online banking app he
sees a suggestion from the
bank to get a quick check-up
on his insurance coverage and
thinks it’s worth spending a few
minutes to investigate.
Without leaving the banking app,
Andrew starts a Sherpa Score
journey, answering a few questions
about him, his personal situation
and coverage. He is introduced to
his new Protection Score and sees
personalised recommendations on
how to greatly improve it.
Andrew's results and detailed
explanation reveal that he may have
over-relied on a single long-term
policy and left his family vulnerable to
periods of ill health or unemployment.
He sees options for a more affordable
life insurance policy, and suggestions of
realistic income protection solutions.
Andrew understands the value of
these changes to his coverage, and
trusts the guidance, seeing that it is
both personal and sound. With a click
in the app he has the choice to book
an appointment with a mortgage
and protection adviser, or buy online
right there and then. Feeling confident
about his decision, he is content to
know he is protecting his loved ones
more completely. The twin satisfactions
of an increased Score and greater
confidence act as a powerful magnet to
bring Andrew back into his app, a more
engaged and active consumer.
A better future prospect.
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There is also supreme flexibility. The modular
design system allows for any or all elements
of the Score to be presented to a business'
customers. It can offer both the lighter output
that the FCA terms guidance and comprehensive advice
– with all data fully recorded and available for audit.

A new era for
financial resilience
The twin output of Sherpa Score and iPipeline's PreQuo is
a game changer for Customer Duty. The Score provides
genuinely insightful, relevant advice with no push to buy,
earning the trust of the user. The encyclopaedic, up-tothe-minute product information coming from iPipeline
gives them the security to act decisively and increase their
financial resilience.
The driving benefit, to both businesses and users, is a
tangible increase in consumer confidence. The hot-button
issue of the day is addressed in a fashion which completely
transforms the experience of financial planning. As financial
education filters out from the system, the entire economy
benefits from a more stable, financially resilient population
making more informed choices about their lives and futures.
To find out more about the themes of financial resilience
and duty of care legislation, or to discover further case
studies, please feel free to reach out to Ralph Tucker at
iPipeline: +44 (0) 7502 334462

Sources

1 T he financial fragility of European households in the time of COVID-19 -

https://www.bruegel.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/PC-15-2020-final.pdf

2 U K consumer confidence plunges to near-record low -

https://www.ft.com/content/113d93fb-add5-46e2-a482-114cab7b00ea

3G
 20/OECD-INFE Report on Supporting Financial Resilience and Transformation

through Digital Financial Literacy - https://www.oecd.org/daf/fin/financial-education/G20-OECD-INFE-report-supporting-resilience-through-digital-financial-literacy.pdf
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MORE FLEXIBLE
UNDERWRITING
WITH PROTECTION
Inclusive underwriting for personal
and business protection
EXPLORE MORE ‣

For UK Financial Adviser use only
Scottish Widows Limited. Registered in England and Wales No. 3196171. Registered office in the United Kingdom at 25 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7HN.
Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Financial Services Register number 181655.
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Digital Process Diary
Simple steps to digitisation

There aren’t many businesses that can claim to
be completely efficient. Businesses who operate
a kind of process utopia, free from lost people
hours, free from repetitive manual tasks. Free
from waste.
For many, talk of digitisation can be daunting.
Processes may have been running in current,
manual form for years, people’s skillsets
ingrained. The thought of upheaval through the
implementation of new digital processes can be
a huge turn off.

“However, the case for
change is growing
stronger by the day.”
It’s not just the big benefits to bottom line that
can be driven through process efficiency, it’s
demands of staff, of customers, in fact of all
stakeholders throughout a business value chain.
The first of these demands is expectation.
Everywhere you look seamless, digital processes
have replaced manual time-consuming tasks.
Whether we’re buying online, where a couple
of ‘touches’ and a face ID often suffice, or even
when travelling, digital tickets and passes
have replaced those that need to be manually
checked. Time savings in isolation may be
small, but they add up. What’s more, they set
expectation – this is how things should be.
When a process fails to meet this expectation, it
can jar – cause surprise and lessen perception.
So, it makes sense to tackle this risk.
But where to start?
Welcome to the first in a series of articles called
Digital Process Diary.
In this series, we will highlight processes
within businesses which are typically manual,
inefficient and could benefit hugely from simple,
seamless digitisation. Businesses strive constant
evolution, and sometimes they just need a
nudge in the right direction to get started. This
could be that nudge.
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By Nick Jones
Senior Marketing Manager,
iPipeline

In focus – HR processes
The last two years has probably seen a greater pace
of change in working patterns and practices than any
time in the last fifty years. The COVID pandemic hit
fast forward on a trend towards more remote working,
changing overnight the habits of a generation.

For employees there have been many gains from
this trend, increased freedom, control, time. But the
impacts may have been viewed in a different way
through the lens of HR teams having to wade through
years of change (and often paper) overnight.
As sometimes entire workforces were mobilised
instantly, it was HR departments who had to pick
up the pieces. That often meant reams and reams
of paper, hours, days, weeks and months of people
power spent processing changes and requests –
including:

•
•
•
•

Remote working requests

I.T Equipment Acknowledgements

COVID Risk Assessments and Return to Work forms
Changes to Contracts of Employment

But it doesn’t have to be this way. For a small
investment, both in money and time, processes can
be made digital – driving huge efficiency gains,
reducing people hours on manual tasks, chasing
and checking and delivering a better experience to
employees.
Within iPipeline, we use AlphaTrust, our owned
process digitisation and e-signature platform
(why would we use anything else?!) to streamline
all HR processes. Across our organisation of 200
people, over 50 manual processes have been
replaced – simply and efficiently. During the
course of the pandemic and the changes that
has driven, AlphaTrust has saved our global HR
teams many hours in manual task processing.
Huge gains for a simple change.

AlphaTrust
Simple Digital Change.
Huge gains.

Save a month of research time
*
each year with SmartrFit

Research into our mortgage research tool SmartrFit found users can save up
to a month of research time each year, just by doing 1 case per day.
Our research also found SmartrFit has:

83%

Helped them work more efficiently

69%

Given them more time to
understand and advise clients

50% Have a better work life balance
64%

Improved their wellbeing by
reducing some of the day-to-day
pressures and frustrations

That’s time better spent
Call us, visit our website or scan the QR code opposite for more information on how to sign up

legalandgeneral.com/adviser/mortgage-club/time-better-spent/
0345 300 0169

Scan me

For advisers only.
(lines are open between 9.00am and 5.30pm Monday to Friday. We may monitor and record calls. Call charges may vary).
*Research undertaken in December 2021 by Gusto Research. Assuming an average of 40 working weeks in a year, 5-day week, 7-hour day. See website for more information.
Legal & General Partnership Services Limited. Registered in England and Wales No.0504500. Registered number 300792.
Registered office: One Coleman Street, London EC2R 5AA. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for advising and arranging insurance.
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Connected
Ecosystems
The global technology landscape is changing
fast. Within the protection market, that change
has failed to arrive as quickly as it needs
to. Insurer technology has historically been
dominated by outdated, inflexible platforms that
dictate to insurers what is possible, rather than
enabling them to innovate and develop next
generation protection.

A new race
(under starter’s orders..!)

First gear in a sixth gear world

But without a powerful interconnected ecosystem
to support this we are creating more and more
manual intervention and delay. We are also
only part of the way to developing an engaged
audience, an audience empowered and motivated
to manage their own health proactively, without
any way of rewarding them for the changes they
make.

Where the tech landscape has moved rapidly towards
connected ecosystems and flexible product rental
or ownership, many insurers are unable to follow.
The outcome is a set of providers unable to react to
changing consumer demand, and a hugely valuable set
of products ignored by the mass market and consigned
solely to those customers who seek advice.

“Our industry needs to build a connected
ecosystem that can be deployed not only
as a single, end-to-end platform but,
as many interconnected, cloud-hosted
modules, which fuse internal systems to
the outside world.”
Ecosystems capable of consuming external data and
inputs. Creating customer centric journeys that support
modern lifestyles. Connected ecosystems are not
technology centric journeys that support administrative
activities.

From manual to automatic
This fundamentally shifts the approach to looking after
people’s lives and livelihoods. For example, instead of
basing a 25-year buying decision (protection policy
term) on a snapshot taken at application stage, it allows
insurers of the future to develop services that flex and
support dynamic customer life journeys that are very
different from our parent’s lives. A living, breathing movie
as opposed to a photograph frozen in time.
The policies and services of tomorrow will be
underwritten and assessed in a different way. But it takes
a different type of technology to make this a reality.
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Things are changing. Insurers have added a huge
range of added value benefits to their plans which
provides greater ongoing value, better customer
experience and a way for policyholders to stay
engaged with their protection.

SSG Digital takes this engagement to the next
level, firstly by empowering advisers and their
clients to engage with and manage their cover
through online portals. A simple but effective U/I
provides the opportunity to make updates, such
as a change of name or address, to actioning
more complex changes, such as increasing
or decreasing cover amounts or initiating a
guaranteed insurability option. Functionality like
this is expected in 2022 – protection needs to play
catch up.
Life isn’t linear, but current life insurance
products are. SSG Digital and its collection of
connected modules can transform this status
quo, by revolutionising the way underwriting and
continuous policy pricing is undertaken. If key
health metrics indicate improving health and a fall
in morbidity risk, SSG is the platform that enables
insurers to collect the data and reward positive
change with lower premiums.
The past few years have seen huge shifts in the
way to access and manage products and services.
We all demand control in real-time. We all expect
to be rewarded for loyalty and for making the right
choices. Protection should be no different.
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There’s no better
protection against
the Big Four
According to an independent panel of doctors, there’s no
better protection against the four most claimed for critical
illnesses in the UK than a Guardian Critical Illness policy.1
Protection Guru asked a panel of independent medical
experts to give providers’ critical illness definitions a score of
between 0-100% based on how likely it is that a claim will be
paid. They found that only Guardian scored 100% across the
four most claimed for conditions.

1
2

Cancer, heart attack, stroke and multiple sclerosis.
Together, they account for 83% of critical illness
claims2, an astonishing figure. It means that
virtually 8 in every 10 of your clients who’ve claimed
under their critical illness policies have been
diagnosed with one of those conditions. That’s why,
at Guardian we focus on providing your clients with
the best possible protection against the Big Four.

Cancer

Cancer is of course everyone’s biggest critical illness risk, with 1 in 2 people in the UK born
after 1960 expected to be diagnosed with some form of it during their lifetime.3
Which is why we decided we should payout on all malignant cancers. As you’d expect, we
payout, in full, on definite diagnosis of a malignant cancer with histological confirmation.
We also payout additional amounts for less serious non-melanoma skin cancers, as well as
low grade prostate cancer even when surgery or treatment aren’t needed.

Heart attack

Some providers definitions say they’ll only payout for a heart attack of specified
severity where there is evidence of a rise in enzymes or troponin levels.
Which is why all we ask for is confirmation of a definite diagnosis from a UK
Cardiologist of a heart attack.

3 Stroke

Most providers only payout in severe cases, supported by definite evidence of
neurological deficit with persisting clinical symptoms lasting at least 24 hours and death
of tissue or haemorrhage on a brain scan.
We have no severity clause, if the client’s neurologist confirms symptoms have lasted for
at least 24 hours, we payout irrelevant of the severity.

4 Multiple sclerosis (MS)

Depending on the type of Multiple Sclerosis, symptoms can come and go. So, there’s no
guarantee they’ll be present at point of claim.
That’s why we payout if a UK Consultant Neurologist confirms there’s been a clinical
impairment of motor or sensory function due to MS – even if the symptoms aren’t present
when the client makes the claim. Plus, we don’t require evidence of an MRI scan.
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100%
That’s why Protection
Guru scored our cancer
definition 100%.

100%

That’s why Protection
Guru scored our heart
attack definition 100%.

100%
That’s why Protection
Guru scored our stroke
definition 100%.

100%
That’s why Protection
Guru scored our multiple
sclerosis definition 100%.
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Although we cover a wide variety of conditions, we strongly
believe the quality of the cover is more important than the
number of conditions covered. And we take pride in being
able to say you can’t get better protection against the Big
Four. But that’s just the tip of the iceberg.
Children get critically ill too, but we believe children’s cover
should be optional so that no one needs to pay for it if they
don’t need it. What’s more, at Guardian you can add it to
any adult policy, not just a critical illness policy. And parents
can choose any amount between £10,000 and £100,000, to a
maximum of the amount they’re covered for themselves.
On top of that, we make a unique cover upgrade promise.
If our critical illness definitions improve, in most cases we
apply the improvements to existing policies completely
free of charge. And if we ever introduce changes that don’t
automatically upgrade, we’ll offer existing customers the
chance to pay to add them.
There’s no better protection against the Big Four, but the
story doesn’t end there. Discover more adviser.guardian1821.
co.uk/the-big-four/

Sources:
1

P
 rotection Guru’s Protection Guru Pro, March 2022. Protection Guru is an
independent protection information and education hub for professional advisers.
To find out more about our scoring, login to Protection Guru’s Protection Guru
Pro tool.

2 CI Expert, What Causes Claims July 2021: average of Aegon, Aviva, LV=, Royal
London, Scottish Widows 2020 claims stats.

3 https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/health-professional/cancer-statistics/
risk#heading-Zero

Guardian Financial Services Limited is an appointed
representative of Scottish Friendly Assurance Society Limited.
All products are provided by Scottish Friendly, an insurer with 160
years’ experience in providing financial products and services.
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Q2 2022
Life Update

By Scott Machin
Senior Product
Manager, iPipeline

Heart attack likelihood 13 times
higher with financial stress
Ten years ago, I took out a new life policy as my
personal circumstances had changed. Since
signing my application form, the only contact I
had from my adviser was about 4 years into my
policy, when they called to check in with me.
It got me thinking, four years is a long time in
anyone’s life, my circumstances could well have
changed again, and for most clients they probably
have.
So, why do clients seek out the support of advisers?
Recent Vanguard research in the US found that the
areas clients of advisers most appreciated was the
clear support in attaining their financial goals and
delivering financial peace of mind. These were key
reasons they placed advice from humans over the
use of Robo advisers or direct operations. Simply
put, they felt understood.

Life Update Form
We are committed to delivering an exceptiona
l ongoing service to our clients. A key element
of this is ensuring
that all life planning and protection remain
appropriate to your needs and take account
of any changes in
your personal circumstances.
This form is designed to identify any changes
in your personal or finance circumstan
ces over the past 12 month,
or to highlight any potential changes that
may occur over the next 12 months.

Personal
Yes

No

Notes

Now married

Relationship status change?
New financial dependants
(children or parents etc)?
Changes to your state of health?

Employment
Yes
Changes to your
employment status?

No

Notes

Started a business last year

If employed, changed
company or job role?

Property
Yes

No

Notes

If renting, has your
rental amount changed?
Purchase new property?
Re-mortgaged /changed
mortgage deal on your
existing home?

Other changes which you want us to/beli

eve we should consider?

Client Signature

Date

3/05/22

How can we ensure the advice market continues to
deliver these service differentiators over the longer
term? We need to focus on helping clients meet
their needs not just now but on an ongoing basis
– being there for them, to help them understand
how to navigate alterations to their financial plans
as and when their lives change.

POWERED BY

How do we do this efficiently and effectively, nudging
them to come to us as shifts in circumstances occur?
By utilising our AlphaTrust™ digital process technology
we have created a simple “Life Update Form”, so that
advisers can be made aware of any changes to their
client’s circumstances and therefore know which
clients need to be engaged with. We want to help all
market stakeholders, including distributors and insurers
improve ongoing engagement with their customers.
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No complex jargon, and no complicated
list of questions required to ensure client
interactions; this form can then be signed
electronically and returned to the adviser
so they can store it against the client’s file,
which may also help support compliance
of the FCA Consumer Duty initiative.
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What’s more, this forms a strong
audit trail demonstrating how
you are continuing to provide a
compliant service to your clients.
A service that that truly shows
your commitment to the tenets
of Treating Customers Fairly and
Consumer Duty.

“In a post-Covid
world the need
for protection has
never been stronger
and the desire to
purchase protection
has increased.“

Mental health
issues make it
harder to earn &
manage money

Leads to
financial
difficulty

Causes
mental health
problems

We need to ensure the protection we
sell continues to fit a much changed
and often more vulnerable nation.
We have seen huge increases in
mental health problems which
when combined with financial stress
can exacerbate physical health
conditions. Research proves people
suffering from both are 13 times more
likely to have heart issues1, whilst
420,000 people with debt consider
taking their own life each year.2

Causes stress,
anxiety, living
without essentials

Even though advances in AI enable Bionic advice to be extremely effective and
powerful, to continue providing a human service that cannot be replicated by
an algorithm or by lines of code, we need to keep in touch with, engage in and
adjust protection demands and needs as our clients’ lives do.
It could be that AlphaTrust Life Update Form is the enabler to do just that.
Sources:
1 https://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/519780
2 https://www.moneyandmentalhealth.org/financial-difficulties-suicide/
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For financial adviser use only

Guaranteed price, flexible options, everyday value
Introducing our new and inclusive Protect:


Level guaranteed or guaranteed age-costed premium
options



Cover earnings up to £100,000 pre-tax annual income
with a maximum benefit of £57,000 per year



Benefit guarantee up to £1,500 per month protecting
customers who experience a genuine drop in income
prior to claim








Sick pay protection for teachers and NHS doctors,

Manual workers

surgeons, nurses, midwives and dentists

Key workers

Range of deferred period and claim benefit period options

Self-employed

Range of Guaranteed Insurability options
Premium Holiday option
Own occupation cover
Covered for any changes in occupation after policy has
started



Specialists in cover for:

No automatic exclusions for cover with deferred periods

Mutually inclusive
Income Protection
for people who
need it most

of 4 weeks or more



10% discount available when exclusions for full back or
mental health are applied




No impact from state benefits on claim benefit amount
Ability for claim benefit payments to be made directly to
a mortgage lender




Simpler, more customer friendly policy documents
Access to a wide range of everyday health and wellbeing
services, rewards and financial support for both new and
existing customers and their families at no extra cost

Get in touch
Call: 01234 348007
E-mail: sales@britishfriendly.com
Go online: advisers.britishfriendly.com

British Friendly Society Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Prudential Regulation Authority (Registration number 110013). A member
of the Association of Financial Mutuals. The Society is incorporated under
the Friendly Societies Act 1992. Registered No. 392F. Registered Office: 45
Bromham Road, Bedford MK40 2AA.

Get a quote

By Chris Samuel
Business Operations Director,
iPipeline
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The protection market
moves quickly.
Don’t get left behind.

The protection market moves quickly. Competitive
forces and external trends can change the market in
an instant. Whether it’s external, unforeseen factors,
such as a global pandemic, or a shift in the pricing
landscape. What was true yesterday, might not be
true tomorrow.
This dynamic places agility as one of the key attributes
that insurers need live as the market moves into a new
phase. We know that price competition has never been
greater – our data shows that the average premium
for a term assurance plan has decreased by 4% over
the last 2 years alone. We also know that as products
evolve and the general health of the population
changes (at the moment, for the worse) underwriting
philosophies are a key battleground for providers.
Along with their pricing strategy, how insurers
underwrite and the stance they take on certain
conditions plays a large part in defining their market
positioning for advisers. And as any marketer will tell
you, effective positioning is pivotal to success, whether
you sell insurance or ice-cream.
So, in a fast-moving market, it pays to be in complete
control. Able to adapt and update both pricing and
philosophy when you demand, not when you’re able.
Just as leading retailers can deploy new pricing or
promotions in an instant, insurers should be able to
make changes to their proposition in real-time – or risk
being left behind.

Tech as an enabler
However, this kind of agility requires a certain type
of platform, a platform which empowers rather than
inhibits insurers and the control they have over their
product and proposition strategy. Sadly, this isn’t
always the case. Aging and creaking legacy technology
has placed too many insurers in the slow lane, unable
to react to changes, whether to the risk or competitive
landscape. The result is, lost business, reduced growth
and ultimately poorer outcomes for advisers and
their clients, who don’t benefit from a market which is
continually evolving – delivering better value.
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That was until now.
SSG Digital is the tech engine behind over 3 in
10 new protection sales in the UK, with 5 leading
insurers trusting the platform as the core of their
service. Where some platforms constrain and
limit how insurers can build and manage their
proposition, SSG Digital give them the power back.
Great insurer teams need the freedom to innovate
and build next generation protection; this platform
delivers this freedom.

“However, good never stands still. We
have recently enhanced SSG Digital to
include a range of new hosted authoring
services for insurers.”
The hosted authoring services including
Pricing and Calculations, Underwriting and
Documentation templates, are available as
connected, cloud-hosted modules which allow
insurers on the SSG Digital platform to quickly
enhance their technology ecosystems in targeted
areas – delivering competitive advantage and an
enhanced adviser experience.
Equally, by using the SSG Digital cloud hosted
authoring services, insurers can benefit from
control, speed and simplicity of self-managed
release cycles; enabling proposition change in
real-time - for example updated pricing tables,
outside of a planned wider platform release date.
The component-based structure of SSG Digital
integrates seamlessly with an insurer’s existing
technology ecosystem, driving targeted strategic
improvements whilst empowering efficiency
and innovation. A new hosted authoring service
has already been deployed by a market leading
protection insurer in the UK.
We’ve all heard lots about taking back control over
the last few years, isn’t it time technology allowed
insurers to do the same?!

Paying £1.1 billion
across 53,713 individual
protection claims in 2021
It takes Aviva.
Find out more on our claims hub

Aviva Life & Pensions UK Limited. Registered in England No. 3253947. Registered Oﬀice: Aviva, Wellington
Row, York, YO90 1WR. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Member of the Association of British Insurers.
Firm Reference Number 185896.
aviva.co.uk
PT151148_A 05/2022

The power
of talking
about things
I’m writing this piece as the dust begins to settle
on the 2022 Women in Protection Conference. I’m
tired. As anyone who has ever played a role in
organising events can testify, there aren’t many
more emotionally draining jobs. Months of planning
culminating in a single day. Hours and hours of
midnight oil burnt, only to pass in the flash of an eye.
Thanks to Emma, Catherine, Shelli and Georgia for
ensuring we also had some laughs along the way!
Only, this year’s conference was a little different. The
impact of COVID and the isolation it caused within
personal as well as professional lives has left an indelible
mark on us all. It was EPIC to be back in a large room with
the market’s great and good. It was amazing to celebrate
the huge role women play within protection and explore
how we can better support 50% of the population – there
is masses more we can all do. But that’s not the focus of
this piece.
Above all else, my defining takeaway from Women in
Protection 2022 was about the power of talking;

“the huge impact we can all have by
sharing genuine, real and moving stories.”
Our Chair and Founder, Emma Thomson, has really
embodied this, by being open with her own personal
experience of Breast Cancer and reminding us all of the
lemons!

By Stephanie Hydon
Head of Distribution Strategy,
iPipeline

I know first-hand having had many conversations
with delegates since, that Andy’s words had a
profound impact. Tears were shed. Kitchen table
conversations were held. This was powerful stuff, all
started by Andy’s words.

“And that’s what struck me, perhaps
above all else. The power of words.”
Andy’s words were so memorable for many reasons.
First, perspective.
As a man, some would possibly argue Andy wasn’t
best qualified to speak on the subject. But that’s part
of what made it so powerful. His words came from
a different, alternative perspective. They engaged
a different audience. They broke barriers. That’s
important.
Second, they mattered.
This is a serious subject. Menopause affects most
women in some way. For some, the symptoms
are manageable, for other the impacts of these
symptoms are lasting. A recent survey indicated
that one million women could be forced from their
careers due to the impact of menopause and a lack
of workplace support.
Last, they were authentic.

This power was on show throughout the day; the agenda
was packed with engaging, emotive speakers. (Huge
thank you to all our sponsors, Guardian, Royal London,
SCOR, Scottish Widows and Vitality). But this was perhaps
best exemplified in the most unexpected way.

They meant something. That ‘something’ leaves
a lasting effect on most listeners. Authenticity is
everything.

Andy Philo is well known as a top speaker. He knows
protection, he brings it to life. He’s engaged thousands of
advisers and made tens of thousands of family finances
more secure as a result.

Our market is built on conversation, on words. You
may work for an insurer (or tech provider…) talking
to and influencing advisers about the importance of
recommending protection. Or, you might just be an
adviser, having 1:1 conversation with clients, advising
on, engaging in and building protection solutions.

What I didn’t know, was just how capable and downright
moving Andy would prove to be when talking about the
menopause. As Andy lived and detailed the experience
of his wife in what is simply an under-discussed, underappreciated and life-changing event for many women,
the room was silent. The room was moved.
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Like everything in life, there’s a lesson here for us all.

Either way, remember (I know I will even more so
from now on). Show perspective, make your words
count and be true to yourself. Thanks Andy.
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TOP 3 TECH TRENDS
IN 2022
As COVID continues to impact the globe and the global
economy, minds begin to shift to the future and the changes the
virus will accelerate; both in the way we live our lives and how
we interact with the product & service providers we support.

Technology will play the vital role in facilitating these
changes. Whether empowering and connecting purchase; it
is technology that will act as the engine for most successful
businesses, looking to build into a new tomorrow.

Here are the big three tech trends we see
coming over the horizon this year:

1. DIGITISATION
The pandemic has put failing
business processes under
the spotlight. If a process was
slow, inconsistent or entirely
dependent on consistent
staff resource for success, it
has been exposed.

This is evidenced by data. SAS
report that 26.9% of UK insurance
customers will only use digital
services in future. The research also
highlighted that 8m people used a
digital insurance service or app, for
the first time during the pandemic.

More than

1 in 4

Equally, COVID has driven almost immediate
change in consumer preference – with 70%
of UK consumers now favouring shopping
online, up from less than 50% pre-pandemic.
The question for providers is, how will
these changes impact expectation of their
services – and are they equipped to cope?

26.9% of consumers will
only use digital services for
insurance in future.

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

UI & UX
FOCUSED

MOBILE
FIRST

Many financial services tech
platforms pre-date the huge
shift to e-commerce, and
struggle to meet modern
digital-first demands.

Customer experience
is paramount –
providers need to
make their journeys
faster and simpler.

Digital first means mobile first. Customer experience
needs to work seamlessly between devices of all
types. Research by Capgemini suggests 70% of
consumers expect a multi-channel experience
when researching and buying insurance.
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TOP 3 TECH TRENDS
IN 2022
2. PERSONALISATION
Technology and data when harnessed
together can drive a personalised experience,
from marketing, right through the buying and
policy management process.

This personalisation can drive better outcomes and
increase customer satisfaction and retention. Leading
consultant McKinsey summarised the potential for increased
personalisation in financial services in the chart below:

DATA FOUNDATION
Assemble rich, real-time
view of consumer
engagement

Measure and embed
learnings in
existing systems

END TO END
PERSONALISATION
GROWTH FACTORY

DISTRIBUTION

DECISIONING

Source: McKinsey
Mine data
to identify
consumer
signals to act on
along customer journey

Test and learn in
an agile way
across vehicles

DESIGN
In recent report The State of Personalisation 2021 research indicated 73% of UK
businesses believe personalisation is "no longer an option, but a necessity."

3. DATA FIRST
During 2022, providers will continue their journey to becoming truly data led - whilst integrating AI and machine
learning. The rewards for those that achieve this goal are great, but there are challenges to overcome first.

DATA DRIVEN DESIGN
& DECISION MAKING
When asked by Accenture, 80% of insurance
executives across 30 countries believe that AI will
significantly influence customer interaction and insight
gathering, yet just 33% are taking aggressive steps to
form digital ecosystem partnerships. Providers need to
ensure they don’t look for all the answers from within.
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AI AND CYBER
SECURITY
As the Log4J vulnerability places cyber security back onto
page one of exec briefings, more providers will look to AI
to help identify threats and help deliver early response.
Recent research by Capgemini shows that nearly two
thirds of firms believe deploying AI is essential in their
quest for cyber security
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News you may
have missed

In the last edition we highlighted our finalists
at the COVER Women in Protection & Health
Awards which took place at the end of April.

We recently announced a range of new cloud-

We are very proud

and more efficiently, providing an enhanced

to announce that

Stephanie Hydon was

based hosted authoring services allowing

insurers on the SSG Digital platform to enhance
their technology ecosystems much quicker
adviser experience. Read more here.

winner in the ‘Women of
the Year – Technology’
category and also

won the ‘Outstanding
Contribution to the

Industry’ award. An
excellent result –

well done Stephanie!

At the time of writing, we announced
the launch of our enhanced product

features report service. The service within
SolutionBuilder adds value to advisers’

recommendation process with the ability to
compare both core product features and

added value benefits across multiple plans,
for multiple clients. Read more about this
enhancement here.

Check out our latest webinars here.
Register now or catch up on past
webinars at a time to suit you!
We’re delighted to announce that two friendly
societies have partnered with us! National

Friendly has selected iPipeline’s award-winning
protection portal, SolutionBuilder, to help drive
growth of their short-term Income Protection
products and Cirencester Friendly have

adopted our SSG Digital platform to help drive
insurer’s extensive digital transformation and
achieve greater productivity.
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Innovator, Connector and Leader for the Insurance Industry
Our business is to accelerate and simplify advice, sales, compliance operations and

customer support. We automate processing for every stage of the business – from pre-

sales, new business and underwriting to policy administration, point-of-sale execution, postsale sale support and data analytics. Within the UK, our unique and powerful aggregated

community of providers, financial adviser networks and independent financial advisers, is
dedicated to enabling customers to secure the financial futures for their families.

To stay up-to-date with our latest news and updates follow us:

iPipeline Customer Support
If you need any support with using any of the iPipeline Services, you can get
in touch with our Customer Support Team on the contact details below.

0345 408 4022

For advertising & sponsorship
enquiries please contact:

Simon Duffin
01242 211830

Sduffin@ipipeline.com

uk.support@ipipeline.com

For media enquiries
please contact:

Nick Jones

07712 011074

Njones@ipipeline.com

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained within this newsletter. All information
was correct as of publication. iPipeline is a brand name of iPipeline Limited and iPipeline (TCP) Limited. Registered office:
The Quadrangle Building, Imperial Promenade, Cheltenham, GL50 1PZ. iPipeline Limited is registered in England and Wales,
number 03033012. iPipeline (TCP) Limited is registered in England and Wales, number 02172055.

